
versely proportional to the number ofmeasurements. This
implies that CBF at a 120-sec scan time in gray matter is
equivalent to (13.6/10.2)2 equaling 1.8-fold trials of those
by a 40-sec scan time, that is, the 120-sec scan time
corresponds to an 80% gain in the number of trials as
compared to the 40-sec scan time.

In conclusion, the optimal scan time of PET using the
H250 method is between90 and 120sec.The gain of the
120-sec scan time over the 40-sec scan time corresponded
to an 80% increase in the number of stimulation trials
needed to provide the same statistical significance.
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EDITORIAL

Optimizationof RegionalCerebralBloodFlow Measurements
withPET
S everal methods for measuring re

gional cerebral blood flow (rCBF)
with PET and â€˜50-waterhave been
developed, evaluated and applied.
These include the@ equilibrium
method (1), the autoradiographic
method (2), and other techniques
which will be referred to, generically,
as dynamic methods (3â€”7).The corn
mon theoretical basis for these tech
niques is the Kety model, which as
sumes a homogenous tissue volume
with respect to blood flow and tissue
type, complete first-pass extraction of
a diffusible, inert tracer, and uniform
distribution of tracer within the tissue
volume. More detailed models of the
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tissue volume have been proposed,
but have not been widely applied. The
Kety model has two adjustable pa
rarneters, blood flow and the tissue
to-blood partition coefficient. Opti
mization of blood flow measure
ments, per se, can be accomplished by
varying: (1) the total observation
period, (2) the scan and blood sam
pling protocol, and (3) the type and
magnitude of tracer administration.
For example, sharp bolus injection
and continuous administration of
tracer are the two extremes for the
shape ofinput function. Choosing the
continuous inhalation of C'502 gas
and the equilibrium method permits
a longer observation period and
higher precision at the expense of in
creased radiation dose. Making a spe
cific choice of observation period and

the method of tracer administration
inevitably involves a trade-off among
accuracy, precision, temporal resolu
tion, and radiation dose to the subject.

An example of a CBF optimization
scheme is provided in the report by
Kanno et al. in this issue of the Jour
nal, which shows that increasing the
scan time in the autoradiographic
method from 40 to about 100 sec
improved the signal-to-noise (S/N) ra
tio of flow measurements while hold
ing the radiation dose to the subject
constant. The value of improved S/N
ratio must be balanced against the loss
of temporal resolution. In some acti
vation studies, where it is necessary to
maintain physiologic steady-state in
the face of habituation, better tern
poral resolution may outweigh im
proved S/N ratio. It is also important
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to note that this optimization of scan
time applies only to the autoradi
ographic method. One cannot claim
that it holds for all H2'50 bolus injec
tion methods.

In the classic autoradiographic
method, a simple ratio is formed to
determine CBF from the Kety model.
This experimentally measured ratio is
the cumulative scan from time t = 0
to time t = 40 see, divided by the
integral of the arterial concentration
curve. Since there is only one scan
measurement, only one unknown pa
rameter can be estimated and it is
therefore necessary to assume a value
of the partition coefficient. The auto
radiographic method is however
rather insensitive to the details of the
kinetic model when the observation
period is kept short enough so that
little activity leaves the tissue volume
during the measurement. A weakness
of the classic autoradiographic
method is its sensitivity to errors aris
ing from unmeasured delay and dis
persion ofthe bolus (8,9).

In order to achieve a more general
optimization, dynamic methods must
also be considered. These methods re
quire rapid sequential tomographic
measurements (3â€”10 sec/scan) and
measurement of arterial blood con
centrationwith high temporalsam
pling (:@:1 sec/sample). Oxygen- 15-
water may be injected as a sharp
bolus; or 15O-CO2gas may be inhaled
for a short period (7,10). Corrections
are usually applied to the arterial
curves in order to account for bolus
dispersion and delay in the vascular
system. Because many PET measure
ments and a complete arterial blood
concentration curve are acquired,
enough data exist so that it is possible
to determine both the local blood flow
and the effective partition coefficient
for labeled water. As the total scan
time is increased, statistical precision
improves because more of the avail
able photons are detected and used in
the computations. However, there are
at least two major limitations to dy
namic methods: (1) the 123-sec half
life of â€˜@Olimits useful measurement
time to not much more than a tracer

half-life and (2) as the measurement
time is increased, the calculation of
CBF becomes more dependent on the
details of the kinetic model.

Practically, one might ask several
questions concerning the CBF meth
ods discussed here: How does one
choose among these methods? Is there
a best method? What is optimal? Only
in a theoretical sense can we contrive
a set of assumptions which will lead,
by an irrefutable logical progression,
to an answer. A practical real-world
answer is simpler and at the same time
much more complex: it depends.

It depends on the properties of the
instrumentation at hand and on other
constraints. Obviously, the precision
of CBF measurements can be im
proved by increasing the amount of
radioactivity injected; but the preci
sion ofthe measurements will not im
prove, and may decrease, at high
count rates due to instrument dead
time and/or random coincidence
rates. Other practical limits also exist,
for example radiation dose to the sub
ject. Also, in studies with repeated
bolus injections, radiation protection
for personnel becomes an important
consideration because ofthe necessity
to handle 100â€”200mCi ofactivity for
each injection. In such cases, one
might consider elaborate radioactivity
handling schemes. But, the results of
optimization do not indicate a vast
superiority of one method over all
others; so inhalation ofthe radioactiv
ity, which eliminates direct handling
ofthe radioactivity, rather than intra
venous injection may be appealing,
even though it is not mathematically
optimal.

It depends on the relative cost of
the studies. The simpler study proce
dures such as the equilibrium method
and autoradiographic techniques are
not as technically demanding as the
dynamic measurements, occupying
fewer personnel and requiring less
data processing. Such trade-offs may
be acceptable in some circumstances.

It depends on the way the data are
to be used. In researchstudiescom
paring different groups, subject-to
subject variability may overwhelm

modest increases in the S/N ratio ob
tamed by optimizing individual CBF
measurements.On theotherhand,in
studies emphasizing repeated meas
urements within subjects, optimiza
tion may significantly reduce the
number of subjects needed to test a
given hypothesis.

The current state-of-the-art is rather
encouraging: there are several PET
methods for measuring CBF which
have been widely accepted. Each has
its advantages and weaknesses, none
is perfect. There is no doubt that a
theoretically sound examination of
the measurement strategy is necessary
and desireable. But, examining the
CBF method in isolation is insuffi
cient. Practical considerations should
be seen as necessary constraints to the
optimization.

Nathaniel Alpert
Massachusetts General Hospital

Boston, Massachusetts
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(continued from page 1914)

bones,includingthe auditoryossicles,however,can be involvedby
Paget's disease.

Althoughthe humerusisnotone ofthe morecommonsitesof Paget's
disease,it is a relativelycommonsitefor sarcomas.Inoneseriesthe
femurwasthe mostcommonsiteof sarcoma(33%) followedclosely
by the humerus (27%). Neoplastic changes within Pagetic bone pro
bably occur in fewerthan 1% of the cases.The most common type of
sarcoma encountered is osteosarcoma (50%_60%). Less often, the
lesionisa fibrosarcoma,chondrosarcoma,or malignantfibroushistio
cytomas. Giant cell tumors also arise in Pagetic bone.

Althoughtrigeminalneuralgiaandblindnesscanoccurassecondary
changes in Paget's disease of the skull, they are much less common
thandeafness.

One of the roentgenographic hallmarksof Pagetic bone is enlarge
ment of the affected bone. This enlargement of vertebral bodies helps
distinguish Paget's disease from the changes caused by metastases.
Theboneenlargementisprobablyresponsiblefordeafnessandtheother
neurologic complications of Paget's disease involving the skull.
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ITEMS 22â€”26:SolitaryScintigraphicAbnormalitiesInPatients
wIthCancer
ANSWERS: 22, F; 23, T; 24, F; 25, F; 26, F
A number of studies have been reported on solitary bone scan abnor
malities in patients with known extraosseous malignancies or primary
bone tumors.Although there is variabilitybetweenthe series,it is clear
thatthe likelihood that a solitary bone scan abnormality is a metastasis
will vary with its location in the skeleton. Vertebral lesions are likely
metastatic,whereas, rib and periarticular lesions are likely benign in
nature.

A solitarymetastasisappears quite oftenas a focus of increasedup

takeon the bonescan in associationwith normalradiographicfindings.
Photon-deficient lesions may be due to metastases that interrupt the
vascular supply to the affected bone or to very aggressive metastatic
disease with large lytic lesions but relativelylittle reparativeresponse.
The lesions of multiple myeloma typically have little or no reparative
response.Most photon-deficient lesions, however,are due to benign
causes,such as benigntumors,avascularnecrosis,artifacts,or surgical
defects.

Solitary abnormalities of the ribs most often are benign. In one series
theywereduetomalignancyinonly10%ofthecases.Theoveralllike
lihood that a single focus of increased uptake in a rib is due to metastasis
isonly31%.Verycommonly,asolitaryfocusof increaseduptakeonthe
bone scan is secondary to trauma; this is particularly true of a rib lesion.
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Note: For further in-depth information,please refer to the
syllabus pages included at the beginning of Nuclear
Medicine Self-Study Program I: Part I.
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